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1.WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL DAY 

DATE :- 05-JUNE-2020 

                           On 5th   June, Al Ameen Engineering College 192 observed 

environmental day by planting trees. On this pandemic situation, every  

volunteer join this venture by planting a tree in their home.  
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2.ONE DAY ONE RUPEE 

DATE:-06-AUGUST-2020 

Our Volunteers collected one rupee per day for the 

Palliative care for a year. It is good experience and great work for every 

individual.  
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3.HIROSHIMA DAY 

DATE:-06-AUGUST-2020 

On Hiroshima day our NSS volunteers conducted a drawing 

competition on the topic “ONLINE PENCIL DRAWING 

COMPETITION". Many students from our college Participated and 

it were great. The atomic bombing had taken many civilians life 
and many people injured.  
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    4.AUTOMATIC SANITIZER MACHINE 

DATE:-07-AUGUST-2020 

Due to Covid-19 pandemic situation, our NSS 

Volunteer Unais (EEE) creates an automatic sanitizer machine which 

provides a great help for the people in his locality.  
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5. INDEPENDENCE DAY 

DATE:-15-AUGUST-2020 

On 15 th  august, we conducted an Online Quiz  

Competition via Google for on the topic “our independence“. we had an 

interesting competition.  
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6. ONAM CELEBRATION 

DATE:-02-SEPTEMBER-2020 

On Covid-19 pandemic situation, we conducted 
an online Onam celebration named as “ONAM". It helps to relieve from 
stress. More funny events are conducted.  

1) PHOTO CONTEST:- 

Al Ameen Engineering College conducted a photo contest. Many of  

students have talent to take photos. Take photo and send to 

committee. They selected best one and give price.  
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2) MAVELIKKORU KATH:- 
Write a letter to maveli, on topic "MAVELIKKORU KATH”. Many of 

students are participated; the best one is selected and give a price 

to them. 
 

 

3) THALLIKKOONAM:- 
In this event's sounds like as onathallu. It is interesting program. The topic 
on " Thallikkonam”, The most humorous quote is selected and give price.  
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7. PRE-ORIENTATION 

DATE:-07-SEPTEMBER-2020 

                Our volunteer conducted a pre orientation class. On this pandemic 
situation it was held in Google meet. This program is inaugurated by our PO 
Vahabsir.lt is very helpful to them. 
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8. EDUCATION AROUND US 

DATE:- 09-OCTOBER-2020 

On the 9th October 2020, NSS unit of Al Ameen Engineering College 

started the program called EDUCATION AROUND US. The program was 

inaugurated by our program officer Sanal Kumar. This  program was 

conducted to provide education for students from poor’s family and 

others. The NSS volunteers took classes for the nearby students in their 

locality. 
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9. BIO WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Date:-13-OCTOBER-2020 

On 13th October 2020, our program officer inaugurated the bio waste 

management program through Google meet. The bio waste from our own  

houses is collected and then it is made as a bio fertilizers. The program helps 

to manage the food waste in our houses. Since it is used as bio fertilizers. It is 

more eco friendly and more economical.  
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10.FANCY DRESS COMPETITION 2020 

DATE :- 14-NOVEMBER-2020 

Volunteers of AL AMEEN engineering college Unit no: 192, conducted a 

children’s day "Fancy Dress Competition" in virtual mode. Many children's 

from different places from Kerala participated in our competition. It's was an 

great success 
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11. COLOURING COMPETITION 2020 

DATE :-14-NOVEMBER-2020 

Our volunteers conducted a "Coloring Competition" For the young children's  

in our society. It's was an amazing program to find out the talented young 

artists and also to encourage them.  
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12. SANNADHASENA ORIENTATION 

PROGRAM 

DATE:-21-NOVEMBER-2020 

Volunteers of AL-AMEEN Engineering College Unit: 192, conducted a 

“Sannadhasena Orientation Program” in virtual mode. The session handled 

by DHANYA PK ( NSS volunteer of GEC, Trissur) and ARJUN ARAVIND P (  

NSS volunteer of SIMAT, Palakkad ). It was inform ative and interactive 

session. After the session our volunteers registered in “Sannadhasena” 

portal. 
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13. WORLD AIDS DAY 

Date:-01-DECEMBER-2020 

On December1st, NSS volunteers of Al Ameen Engineering College conducted 

a webinar section on WORLD AIDS DAY. The section was handled by Tony 

Joseph (strategic officer, AAEC). On the topic "LET'S MAKE THE AWARENESS 

ABOUT AIDS" Tony Joseph sir handled the section very nicely.  

 

 

 

14. ADUKKALA THOTTAM 

Date :-15-DECEMBER-2020 

NSS volunteers of Al Ameen Engineering C ollege unit no: 192 , 

conducted  an "ADUKKALATHOTTAM" Program on December 15th. 

The program was inaugurated by our program officer Sanal Kumar sir 

through Google meet. Every volunteers planted vegetables in their 

backyard of their houses. ”In this corona situation we can have good 

vegetables without fertilizers " Was the main aim of this program.  
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15. ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS 

PROGRAM 

Date:-18-DECEMBER-2020 

NSS volunteers of AAEC unit no192 conducted webinar section on the topic 

"road safety". The section was handled by Mohamed Hasir KT (Assistant 

Professor AAEC). In this section he included all the important road rules 

and mistakes we all do and he also mentioned about proper driving rules,  

to avoid road accident. The safety measures we should before ride the bike 

and lots.  He also mentioned about the small mistakes we always do. It was 

effective class for everyone, since we all knew that road accidents are great 

disaster which take our favorite one’s life from  us.  
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16. MERRY CHRISTMAS 

Date:-25-DECEMBER-2020 

On 25th December we conducted a cake making and a x'mas card 

making competition through online mode. This was funny competition and 

everyone participants in this competition . 
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● CAKE MAKING COMPETITION : 

                  Students showed their talent in baking and icing. Each cake was 

different in their flavor and mode of icing. Everyone was so happy and with 

lots of joy and fun we celebrated x'mas. In cake making competition (Nida 

s5 CE) showed all his talent and got the first prize.  

 

 

● DIGITAL CARD MAKING COMPETITION : 
About card making competition, all NSS volunteers from our unit 

participated in this competition. They made beautiful digital cards and 

send to their favorite ones. Everyone was so happy and with lots of joy 

and fun we celebrated x'mas. The most beautiful x'mas card was made 

by (Shaham s5 ME). 
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17. POSTER MAKING COMPETITION 

Date:-28-DECEMBER-2020 

On 28th December we conducted a poster making competition, on the 

topic “life style disease". Lots of volunteers participate in this competition; 

it was not only a fun competition but also a kind of awareness to everyone 

about the life style diseases.  We all know that nowadays the lifestyle 

diseases are taken young ones too. So it was very effective competition. 

(Anagha s5 CE) winner of the competition announced through Google meet 

by our PO Sanal Kumar (Assistant Professor of AAEC).  
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18. BEAUTIFICATION WORK 

Date:-01-JANUARY-2021 

               On January 1st 2021, we conducted a beautification work program.  

All the volunteers were a part of this work and started a new life. Everyone 

decorated their houses with unwanted materials and make it beautiful. We 

all are celebrated the new year with happy and throughout the year...  
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19. DRINKING WATER FOR BIRDS 

Date:-19-JANUARY-2021 

                     NSS unit 192 of Al Ameen Engineering College celebrated  

international water day 2021 at their home by placing water feeder at 

gardens, balcony etc..With fresh water for the birds to drink and bathe in, 

volunteers are actively participated in the event.  
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20. FAREWELL FOR OUR EX 

PROGRAMME OFFICER 

Date:-22-JANUARY-2021 

Along with the farewell ceremony of Vahab sir who was our program officer,  

we also gave a reception to Sanal sir who has taken charge as the new 

program officer. 
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21. REPUBLIC DAY ORIENTAION 

PROGRAM 

Date:-26-JANUARY-2021 

                 Republic Day is celebrated every year in India on January 26th. We 

celebrated through Google meet who inaugurated by our principal Geetha 

Varma, welcome speech by Sanal Kumar(PO of NSS 192) and session 

handled by Jithin sir(Assi Prof of EC depart.)  
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22. FOCUS ON THE JOURNEY…NOT THE 

DESTINATION 

Date:-02-FEBRUARY-2021 

On 2nd February 2021 we conducted an orientation program on the topic 

"Focus on the journey,  Not the destination". The section was handled by Mr.  

Muhammad Ziyad. We all know that we live in a world which comments on  

our activities even if it is right or not. So we all are trying to make up with 

that.  The class was based on the path, the path we are heading to something. 

We all want to be someone or something. We just want to take care of the 
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path we are going not on the destination. Sometimes if we going through the 

wrong path, we won't reach at the destination but sometimes even if, we are 

going through wrong path we will reach at destination. But both of them is 

different, the destination is not a matter. But the path we follow is matters, if  

we choose wrong path we will lose precious things. We cannot get it back. It 

was an amazing class and he handled the section in a way that everyone can 

absorb something from him, everyone can easily understand what he is 

trying to say. 

 

 

23. NSS ROOM CLEANING AND SHIFTING 

Date:-04-FEBRUARY-2021 

Volunteers of NSS Unit no.192 of Al Ameen Engineering College as part of 

shifting of the NSS room to a new and more functional area cleaned the older 

one and shifted all the accessories and records of NSS. The shifted articles 

were placed in the new room.  
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24. DRUG FREE YOUTH ORIENTATION 

PROGRAM 

Date:-19-FEBRUARY-2021 

NSS volunteers of AAEC conducted an orientation class on the topic "drug 

free youth".  The section was handled by Mr. Basheer VP (asst prof.ECE dept) 

.We all know that many of the youth in our society are addicted to drugs. 

Many of the youth are using drugs now, it make great chances in them also 

our society.  His class was efficient to build a good society with good habits. 

He influenced many students, in lots of ways. He told about all the bad effects 

which make on once life. It was an effective class.  
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25. PLASTIC FREE CAMPUS 

Date:-26-02-2021 

NSS volunteers of AAEC unit no 192 conducted a program called “plastic free 

campus". It was inaugurated by Geetha Varma (principal AAEC) on 26th 

February 2021. Mr. Tony Joseph (strategic officer) , Mr. Sanal Kumar ( P.O 

NSS unit 192) talked about it, appreciated  and  mentioned their opinion. All  

the plastic waste from our campus was collected and freed our campus from 

plastic waste. We also established some waste bin which is not made of 

plastic, to collect every waste in it.  The collected plastic waste is given to the 

municipality to dispose them in correct way. It was a proud moment to every 

NSS volunteers who worked behind this plastic free campus campaign.  
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26. THANAL: BIRTHDAY TREE 

PLANTING CHALLENGE 

Date:-28-FEBRUARY-2021 

                 “Thanal” is a program conducted by the Natural Resource 

Protection Force of KTU NSS cell. Students need to be educated about the 

importance of trees and that every individual should pay his/her role to 

protect the existing trees and also plant more. Trees are vital for this planet 

as they give us oxygen, absorb carbon dioxide, stabilize the soil and give life 

to the world's wildlife. As part of this program our NSS volunteers Shafeel 

Ali, Uthara, Megha has planted a sapling on their birthday with an aim to 

protect and preserve our nature.  
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27. WOMEN'S DAY  

Date:-08-MARCH-2021 

                 Al Ameen NSS unit 192 celebrated the women’s day March 8. As 

part of it all lady staffs in the campus were given greeting cards and sweets. 

Notice board was filled with attracting posters which portrayed the 

womanhood. A mime was performed by the girl volunteers with a wonderful 

theme of motherhood which received a remarkable appreciation.  
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28. SPARROW DAY 

Date:-20-MARCH-2021 

Volunteers of NSS Unit 192 given a drop of water for birds for their thirst on 

the topic “Drinking Water for Birds” at college campus inaugurated by our 

principal Dr.GeethaVarmaby placing water feeder at gardens, trees etc…with 

fresh water for birds to drink and bathe in, volunteers are actively involved 

in the event. 
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29. WORLD WATER DAY 

Date:-22-03-2021 
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30. WATER DAY QUIZ 

Date:-22-03-2021 

As part of World Water Day unit of our college conducted an online Quiz 

based on the topic “Water”. Within a time span of 15 minutes the 

participants had to answer all the questions. The responses were collected 

via Google form.  
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31. WATER DAY AUDIT 

Date:-24-03-2021 

NSS unit no. 192 of Al Ameen Engineering College conducted a 

water audit orientation in accordance to reinforce the importance 

of water conversation. This program conducted through Google 

meet and session handled by Mrs. Bindhu P (HOD of ECE dept). 

Through that students can identify simple ways for saving water. 
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32. CLEANING AT COLLEGE 

Date:-28-03-2021 

                    Unit no.192 our college conducted a cleaning program in our  

college campus. The aim was to provide a hygienic working environment for  

the staff and students. Within a time span of around 6 hours, the volunteers 

cleaned the college surroundings.   
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33. CLEANING AT HOUSE 

Date:-31-03-2021 

           On the basis of environmental day NSS unit volunteers conduct a 

program on 31st march 2021. Program includes the cleaning of our house 

and its surroundings. Since we all know the importance of a hygienic 

surrounding is good for everyone health in our House. So this activity was 

easier for everyone. In this pandemic situation a clean surrounding will 

always support our immunity. All the volunteers in our unit being a part of  

this activity and it were a successful activity.  

 

 


